
Aviation GPS Units and Their Benefits for Pilots
 

Aviation GPS or Global Positioning System is a set of satellite navigation and tracking

equipment designed to be placed onboard airplanes. It has been effective for decades

helping pilots with their flying plans. The main component is a set of digital satellite units

powered by a rechargeable power source. The other components of an Aviation GPS system

include a UAV ( unmanned aerial vehicle), a logger (to record flight information), earth

imaging equipment, and an application programming interface (API). 

 

Aviation GPS units help pilots to navigate through various situations while flying an airplane.

They are especially useful for new pilots who have limited knowledge of flying airplanes. A

good example of an Aviation GPS device is a handheld receiver/transmitter. This type of

device is specifically designed for use on the airplane cockpit. These handheld GPS units will

track, navigate, and report on the positions of various objects above the horizon, providing

pilots with real time position information. 

 

 

Portable gps receiver/transmitter units are especially designed for use by pilots flying short

flights and those who don't have sufficient experience flying an airplane. Portable gps

receiver/transmitter devices come in various designs like solar, battery powered and foldable.

All portable gps receiver/transmitter units have built in navigation system with voice

commands. Some devices have also the capability of receiving Doppler weather data and

detailed altitude, heading and speed information from the cockpit. 



 

Based on different sources, the cost of aviation gps units have vary greatly. Usually the

handheld units, which are commonly used by pilots, are relatively inexpensive. They are also

small and lightweight so that they can easily fit in a pilot's pocket. On the other hand, larger

portable units, which are usually required by long-distance flyers, are quite expensive. 

 

In order to avoid the risk of getting lost while flying, every pilot should invest in a portable gps

receiver/transmitter that comes with a built-in gps receiver and software. The portable units

have the ability to track the position of every object up to several hundred miles. Since every

pilot is different, it is highly recommended that you choose a device that is built specifically

for your individual needs. Each manufacturer has its own range of features so it is important

that you do some research before purchasing one. 

 

A variety of aviation gps units are available to purchase online. Most of these devices are

built to withstand extreme weather conditions as well as rugged use. They are also designed

in such a way that they can easily be integrated into pilots' personal flight gear. Most pilots

find that using these fms give them the necessary information to successfully fly their aircraft.
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